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Throughout history, various items and devices have been deployed as a tactic to discourage and repulse potential intruders and to obstruct, entangle,
and frustrate committed attackers. Whether the devices used were the sharpened sticks and stones of the past or the dangerous barbed steel of the present,
the arrangement for their deployment has closely paralleled logical military defensive strategies. Delta Force® barbed tape systems were designed to
provide the most efficient use of material for maximum obstruction and entanglement effectiveness when deployed in continuous tactical formations
such as the proven examples shown below.

The upright stockade formation can
be modified by angling the top front
of the structure sharply outward to
face the attack side of the structure.
This formation, called a parapet, is
accomplished with extended barb
arms in chain link or angled pales
in ornamental security fences. The
outward parapet will thwart efforts
of even the best climbers.
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PART 1 - GENERAL
1.01 WORK INCLUDED
The contractor shall provide all labor, materials and appurtenances necessary for installation of the tactical barbed tape obstacle and entanglement
system deﬁned herein at (specify project site).
1.02 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Section 022
- Earthwork
Section 030
- Concrete
1.03 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The manufacturer shall supply a total barbed tape obstacle and entanglement system of Ameristar® Delta Force® design. The system shall include
all components (i.e., coils and related accessories) required.
1.04 QUALITY ASSURANCE
The contractor shall provide laborers and supervisors who are thoroughly
familiar with the type of deployment involved and materials and techniques
speciﬁed.
1.05 REFERENCES
· ASTM F 1910 - Standard Speciﬁcation for Long Barbed Tape Obstacles.
· Military Commercial Item Description (CID) A-A-55522 - Barbed Tape,
Concertina.
1.06 SUBMITTAL
The manufacturer’s literature shall be submitted prior to installation.
1.07 PRODUCT HANDLING AND STORAGE
Upon receipt at the job site, all materials shall be checked to ensure that no
damage occurred during shipping or handling. Materials shall be stored
in such a manner to ensure proper ventilation and drainage, and to protect
against damage, weather, vandalism and theft.
PART 2 - MATERIALS
2.01 MANUFACTURER
A. The tactical barbed tape entanglement system shall conform to Delta
Force (specify Whiplash® style barbed tape helix - BTH, reinforced
tape with long barbs, simple helical conﬁguration, DefCon® style
barbed tape obstacle - BTO, reinforced tape with long barbs, concertina conﬁguration or ReCoil Alpha® style barbed tape coil - BTC, ﬂangeless tape with medium barbs, concertina conﬁguration) manufactured by
Ameristar Fence Products, Inc., in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
B. The entire tactical entanglement system, and all associated accessories,
shall be obtained from a single source.
2.02 MATERIALS
A. Barbed tape obstacle systems shall be designed to meet or exceed the requirements of (specify ASTM F 1910 for BTH, BTO, or CID A-A-55522
for BTC systems).
B. Steel strip material for tape shall be (specify applicable steel strip
material criteria).
(For reinforced system including BTH, BTO, BTC, add following:)
C. Steel wire material for reinforcing core shall be (specify applicable
steel wire material criteria).
2.03 FABRICATION
A. Prior to fabrication, tape material shall be (specify strip material
width) wide by (specify strip material thickness) thick. It shall be
punched to produce clusters of 4 barbs spaced (specify spacing of barb
clusters) on center. Barbs shall be (specify ﬂat or alternately offset .15”
- .45”) in proﬁle with a minimum length of (specify barb length).
(For reinforced BTH and BTO systems, add following:)
After punching, the tape shall be reinforced by permanently cold clenching it around a stainless core wire with a 0.098” diameter and 130,000 psi
minimum tensile strength. The barbed tape strip shall have a minimum
wrap of 230 degrees about the core wire. The ﬁnished reinforced tape shall
be a minimum of 0.325” wide in the throat area and shall exhibit two cutresistant ﬂanges. These ﬂanges shall taper off in the immediate vicinity of
the barb clusters to allow maximum barb penetration.
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(For reinforced BTC systems, add following:)
After punching, the tape shall be reinforced by permanently cold clenching it around a galvanized core wire with a 0.098” diameter and 220,000
psi minimum tensile strength. The ﬁnished reinforced barbed tape shall be
without ﬂanges between barbs and shall not disengage when a force of 100
pounds is applied.
B. Barbed tape coil loops shall be shaped with a (specify circular) proﬁle
and contain (specify the number of loops) loops, (specify diameter for
circular coils) ± 1”. Each loop shall contain (specify the number of barb
clusters per loop) barb clusters ± 1.
(Note: For double coil systems, it will be necessary to specify the quantity, size and cluster count for both the inner and outer coils).
(For concertina BTO systems, add following:)
Reinforced barbed tape shall be converted to concertina conﬁguration by
clipping alternate adjacent loops at (specify number of attachment locations) places about the circumference, continuous along the entire length of
the coil. Clips shall be .375” by .065” and mechanically closed to withstand
a minimum pull load of 200 pounds.
(For concertina BTC systems, add following:)
Flangeless reinforced coils shall be converted to concertina conﬁguration
by clipping alternate adjacent loops at 5 places about the circumference,
continuous along the entire length of the coil. Clips shall be .375” by .065”
and mechanically closed to withstand a minimum pull load of 200 pounds.
C. The barbed tape system shall be designed to be spread to a loop spacing
of (specify the spacing between loops), when fully deployed.
(For double coil BTO and BTC systems, add following:)
To ensure a uniform spacing for both inner and outer coils, they shall be
fastened together by attaching a jacketed stainless steel wire rope, 7 by 7
strand, 3/64” by 5/64”, at alternating loops throughout the double coil roll.
PART 3 - EXECUTION
3.01 PREPARATION
All new deployments shall be laid out by the contractor in accordance with
the applicable project plans.
3.02 DEPLOYMENT
(For BTH and BTO systems, specify the following:)
The reinforced (specify BTH helical or BTO concertina) entanglement
system is designed for use in a variety of permanent tactical deployment
formations. Coils deployed in conjunction with standing fence systems
or walls shall be ﬁrmly afﬁxed using the fastening system speciﬁed in the
manufacturer’s instructions for the speciﬁc formation or combination of
formations chosen. Each coil of barbed tape shall be extended a maximum
of (specify coil length in feet) ± 1 foot. Adjacent coils shall be permanently
spliced together by overlapping two barb clusters from each coil and splicing with steel tie wires placed around the shanks of the two coils between
the barb clusters.
(For BTC systems, specify the following:)
The BTC ﬂangeless reinforced concertina entanglement system is designed
for use in a variety of permanent and temporary deployment tactical
formations. Coils deployed in conjunction with standing fence systems
or walls shall be ﬁrmly afﬁxed using the fastening system speciﬁed in the
manufacturer’s instructions for the speciﬁc formation or combination of
formations chosen. Coils running along ground surfaces shall have their
free end pinned to the ground or tied to some other ﬁxed point and then be
spread until entirely deployed. Each coil of barbed tape shall be extended
a maximum of 50’ ± 1 foot. Adjacent coils shall be permanently spliced
together by overlapping one cluster of each adjacent coil and splicing with
two new steel tie wires placed around the shanks of the two coils between
the barb clusters.
3.03 CLEANING
The contractor shall clear the deployment area of excess remnant materials
upon completion of the deployment operation.
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Example:
Impasse® Extreme™
Hardened With
Extended
Gauntlet® Pales
& Delta Force®
DefCon Alpha®
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E-Mail: mktg@ameristarfence.com
Printed in U.S.A.
Rev. 06/08
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P.O. Box 581000 - TULSA, OK. 74158-1000
(918) 835-0898 - 1-888-333-3422 - FAX (877) 926-3747
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